
Live chat replay is on. Messages that appeared when the stream was live will show up 
here. 
 

 
ESquirrel 1no rest for the wicket :) hullo all 

 
Fawn DenmarkHi ESquirrel 

 
ESquirrel 1Hi Fawn 

 
Angie Adkinshello everyone 

 
jeannemarieishPresent, conscious and In Joy. Greetings 

 
Fawn DenmarkIHi Angie 

 
Fawn DenmarkHi Jeanne 

 
jeannemarieishhello Fawn 

 
Fawn DenmarkDown here in our little town most do not wear masks unless they are 
made to by their employer 

 
Fawn DenmarkI have notice that more people are shopping at the grocery store now that 
have no masks on employee's and no arrow lines on the floor and no 6 ft spacing on floor 

 
Fawn DenmarkNot as many are going to Walmart because of the crazy policies 

 

Lucas SchickThank you beautiful beings!  

 
Fawn DenmarkIt is hard to deprogram our minds after years of programming. To wake 
up one day and realize we have to tap into our real reality in our conscious mind. 

 
Fawn DenmarkHi Lucas 

 
ESquirrel 1uncommon sense is an unusual thing :) 

 
Fawn DenmarkOkay here is a good one. There is a store with a table outside the door and 
the sign says grab a paper towel to open door and when you leave the store nothing no 
paper towel to grab the handle 



 
Fawn DenmarkI guess you are dirty coming in and clean when you leave 

 
Fawn DenmarkThe masks remind me of Daffy Duck that got his beak slapped off and 
that is what I picture when I see the masked people, lol 

 
ESquirrel 1it's not hard to chuckle at that fawn 

 
Angie Adkinshow many times does the criminals have a license to carry? 

 
Fawn DenmarkI seen a lawsuit today against Target on the employee's are going after 
them for the masks. That it is unconstitutional. They are all gonna start soon. 

 

tiger8meEvening all!  

 
Fawn DenmarkHi Tiger8me 

 
Fawn DenmarkIt is a set up 

 
tiger8meHello Fawn 

 
Fawn DenmarkI think they want to see how many people still have common sense 

 
tiger8meYea, bellum 

 
tiger8meit means all against all 

 
tiger8meBLM=bellum 

 
Fawn DenmarkThey want to know how many people are still programmed 

 
Fawn DenmarkWe are waking up and they are afraid of that fact 

 
Courious ElIn Pursuit of Truth put out a fantastic video today Weather Men III/ALL 4 
FLOYD which is an eye opener. 

 

Courious ElNever surrender by keeling to evil ones.  

 
Fawn DenmarkYes I seen the signals for all of the read flags and knew it was all fake 



 
tiger8meSo glad you posted that link. I have been sharing it allover the place. 

 
tiger8meThe color of law one 
 

 
Conscious Conversation CentralHere is the link https://i-uv.com/deprivation-of-right... 

 
ESquirrel 1do you accept the mask of the beast ? 

 
Courious ElStop The Crime dot Net New interview with Isreal News; same senerio as 

Floyld around the world happened to trigger the planet! OMG  

 
tiger8meFreedom Force Battalion put out a video that shows Floyd was not killed in the 
video they showed him being killed. 

 
tiger8methere is no one where a person would be if they had videod that scene. 

 
tiger8meThere's a video that shows no one is there. 

 
tiger8meit's the opposite side of the street. 

 
Jennifer BrownSo interesting when you look into taking responsibility for what you 
create without knowing it...is that good or bad??? (knowing there really is no good or bad 
on one kevel) 

 

Jennifer BrownYesssss, Lisa!  

 
Courious ElMain media has most everyone in a spell/mind control. Unfortunately those 
beings are clueless mind control bots or even cyborgs w/implants (ref. Stop 007 puts out 
info re: non consential cyborg) CIA 

 
tiger8meAnd it comes thru a Black Box 

 
Bailey LayneI still struggle with that. Reprogramming for sure 

 
Jennifer BrownYes Curious El and tiger8me!! 

 
Angie Adkinsit insinuates it wasn't for the best after all 



 
Joseph D. H. W. Bryan-RoysterWow! I can't believe I made it on livestream with the 
posse. Hello Sheila, Lisa, & BZ! 

 
tiger8meHello Joseph 

 
Jennifer BrownI happened to stumble across your live, without notification, about 40 
minutes in 

 
tiger8meI saw the link on FB for this video 

 
Deneen PeckinpahUnfortunately, your live coincides with the President’s live in Tulsa. 
So, I’m late and glad to be here. 

 
Fawn DenmarkI won't do mass meditations to many energies that might not be good for 
my energy 

 
Courious ElYes, CIA, FBI & MI6, Crown Castel agents have been working on such evil 
since the 70's & want everyone to be implanted, esp. those in authority. AZ University 
teaches handlers for their cyborgs. 

 
Deneen PeckinpahCool! 

 
Jennifer BrownTHERE ARE A LOT OF THOSE CELEBRATING TONIGHT 

 
Joseph D. H. W. Bryan-RoysterFireworks here in Crossville TN. 

 
Deneen PeckinpahHe’s still talking, I just got to a point where I needed a change, lol! 

 
Deneen PeckinpahAbsolutely it is, bz! 

 
Jennifer BrownEXACTLY, BZ!!!! HOLDING SPACE AND FOCUSING ON NEW 
EARTH 

 
Fawn DenmarkYes that was on the side of the motor home where Pence was the other 
day 

 
Courious ElMusic industry uses black rituals for the music industry. So, ths music as the 
movie industry are all made to bewitch us. We do not concent to any of that as a whole. 

 
tiger8meTrump now holds the worlds wealth and he's spending $ like he won the lottery 
to force the CCP to buy up the US debt to bankrupt them. 



 
Deneen PeckinpahWow! 

 
Jennifer BrownRemember you gals have opened and invited ALL to this energetic 

envelope  

 

tiger8meJennifer  

 
Jennifer BrownGotta read the book series 

 

Fawn DenmarkNight all love and light  

 

Jennifer BrownI don't know if I can grab it again...  Sorry 

 
Deneen PeckinpahNow I have to go back and watch the replay. of this livestream. It is a 
Huge portal. 

 

tiger8meLove you guys. Thanks so much for this video.  

 
tiger8meMagenta Pixie says that staying in Joy anchors the Heaven on Earth here on 
earth. 

 
Deneen PeckinpahSo true! 

 
tiger8meover these next three days...dance, paint, sing, be in Joy and you do more than 
you know. 

 
Angie Adkinsyes,love Magenta Pixie,goodnight all 
 

 
tiger8meSweet dreams. 

 
Deneen PeckinpahThank you all so very much! You are my main faves these days. 

 
tiger8meHear, hear Deneen 

 
Courious ElLove is the key that evil runs away from. So true @Tiger8me. 



 
ESquirrel 1Johnny cash referred to the burning ring of fire as love is a burning ring of fire 

 
tiger8meSomeone said Love is the act of witnessing beauty 

 
Jennifer BrownWhat's crazy about that fod ms is I'm unsure sometimes if I said 

something out loud or not  

 
Jennifer Brown*for me (can't type) 
 
 


